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Abstract
It is well known that, if the identity operator on an n-dimensional Banach space V
can be extended to any Banach space with the same norm, then V is isometric to ln1. We
give a short proof of the result due to B. Chalmers and B. Shekhtman (Linear Algebra
and its Applications 270 (1998) 155–169) saying that the identity is (in some sense) the
only such operator. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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Our purpose is to give a short proof of the result due to Chalmers and
Shekhtman [1] on actions that characterize ln1.
The result that we mean can be stated in the following way.
Theorem 1 (Chalmers and Shekhtman [1]). Let T be an operator on an n-di-
mensional linear space L which is not a multiple of the identity. Then L can be
endowed with a norm satisfying the following conditions:
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(1) The obtained n-dimensional normed space V is not isometric to ln1;
(2) For every isometric embedding of the space V into a Banach space X there
exists a norm preserving extension ~T of T (considered as an operator on V 
onto X.
Convention. We use the term ball for symmetric with respect to 0, bounded,
closed convex body with non-empty interior in a finite-dimensional linear
space.
We use standard definitions and notation of the Banach space theory, see
Ref. [2].
Proof. Our first purpose is to show that there exists a basis in L such that T is
not a multiple of an isometry for the corresponding ln1-norm. Since T is not a
multiple of the identity, then there exists a basis feigni1 in L such that the
matrix of T with respect to feigni1 is non-diagonal. Suppose that T is a multiple
of an isometry for the corresponding ln1-norm. Then (as is well known) the
matrix of T with respect to feigni1 is of the form adi;pjni;j1 for some real
number a and some permutation p : f1; . . . ; ng ! f1; . . . ; ng. Since the matrix
adi;pjni;j1 is non-diagonal, then there exists j 2 f1; . . . ; ng such that
j 6 pj. We replace ej by ej=2. It is easy to verify that the absolute values of
some of the non-zero entries of the matrix of T with respect to the obtained
basis are dierent. Hence T is not a multiple of an isometry for the corre-
sponding ln1-norm. First, we endow L with this l
n
1-norm.
Denote the norm of T with respect to this ln1-norm by kT k1. Let
S  T=kTk1. It is clear that it is enough to show that S satisfies the condition
(2) of the theorem for some norm satisfying the condition (1). Denote the unit
ball of ln1 by B. Let A  SB. Since kSk1  1, then A  B. Since T is not a
multiple of an isometry of ln1, then A 6 B.
Denote the set of those extreme points of B whose images under S belong to
the boundary of B by a. The set a is non-empty because kSk1  1. Denote the
set of those extreme points of B that do not belong to A by b. The set b is non-
empty because A 6 B.
First, let us suppose (later we shall show that it is the case in ‘‘almost all’’
situations) that there exists a pair fÿa; ag 2 b such that a n fÿa; ag is non-
empty.
Cutting the points ÿa and a from B with small pieces, we can get a ball D
satisfying the conditions:
(I) A  D  B;
(II) D has more extreme points than B;
(III) D \ a 6 ;.
Let V be L with the norm equal to the gauge functional of D. We denote by
kSkD the norm of the operator S considered as an operator in V. Condition (I)
implies that SD  SB  A  D, hence kSkD6 1. Condition (III) implies that
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D contains points, whose images under S belong to the boundary of B. Since
B  D, it implies kSkD P 1. Hence kSkD  1.
The relation SD  A  D and the fact that the ball A corresponds to the
space that is isometric to ln1 imply that there exists a factorization S  S1S2,
where S2 : V ! ln1 and S1 : ln1 ! V are operators of norm 1.
Let V be isometric to a subspace of a Banach space X. It is well known that
there exist a norm preserving extension ~S2 : X ! ln1 of S2 (this assertion can be
proved applying the Hahn-Banach theorem to each of the coordinate func-
tionals). It is clear that the operator S1 ~S2 : X ! V is a norm preserving ex-
tension of S : V ! V . Hence S satisfies the condition (2).
Condition (1) immediately follows from (II).
Now we come back to the statement concerning sets a and b. In the case
when #a > 2 the statement is trivial. So suppose that #a  2. If #b > 2, it is
possible to choose fa;ÿag  b such that fa;ÿag 6 a and the statement fol-
lows. Since every extreme point of B which is not in b is the image of some
point of a under the action of S, we get #a #bP 2n, where n is the dimension.
Therefore the case when both #a  2 and #b  2 may happen only when n  2
and S maps one pair of the opposite vertices of the square (the unit ball of l21)
onto the other, and the other pair onto some pair of symmetric with respect to
0 points inside the square. The approach described above does not work in this
case. But we may modify it in the following way. If S has rank 2 (the case when
rank S  1 is trivial), then it is easy to show that we can add triangles with
small altitudes to a pair of opposite sides of A, in order to get a ball D satis-
fying the conditions (I), (II) and (III) (the reader is advised to draw a picture).
The proof is finished in the same way as above. h
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